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Introduction 
Let H be an algebraic group over the complex numbers with an irreducible linear 
representation V as given in one of the following cases. 
I. son+ 1 with the standard representation on en+ 1 . 
II. SLn + 1 with the action on S2 en+ 1 = symmetric n + 1 x n + I-matrices 
induced from the standard representation on en+ 1 • 
III. SLn+ 1 x SLn+ 1 with the product representation on en+ 1 ®en+ 1 = 
n + 1 x n + 1-matrices. 
IV. SL 2n+i with the action on A2 e 2•+ 2 =antisymmetric 2n + 2 x 2n + 2 
matrices induced from the standard representation on C2 " + 2 . 
V. The group of type £ 6 with the standard 27-dimensional representation. 
The simply connected form G of H acts via the quotient map G,..... H also on V. We 
will study the G-action on the projectivized space IP>( V) and the induced action on 
the polynomial algebra C[V] given by 
(g:f)(v) = f(g-1 v), gEG, fEe[V], VEV. 
This results in a description of the G-orbits and their closures in IP>(V) and 
a classification of all graded G-invariant ideals in C[V]. 
The case I is trivial. The cases II, III, IV have been studied in [Ab], [CEP] and 
[ADF] respectively. In their method a basis, explicitly chosen case by case, is used 
in order to describe the G-module structure and invariant ideals of C[V]. 
A disadvantage of the method is that a great deal of the work has to be done in 
each case again, while the obtained results are of a similar nature. It will appear 
that in our approach all five cases can be studied simultaneously. In order to 
study the invariant ideals we will follow the line of [ CEP]. Several proofs in this 
paper do not use the explicit basis and can be used in our method. 
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In all five cases G has an open orbit in IP'(V) and there is an involutive 
automorphism e on G and subgroup K = G8 such that G/ N G(K) maps 
isomorphically onto the open orbit via a G-equivariant map. In Section 2 we 
establish that our list is complete with respect to this property. From this we 
obtain an injective graded G-equivariant ~>algebra homomorphism 
c/J*: EB C[V]d C+ EB C[G/K]. Td. 
d;.O d;.O 
It is a well known fact that as G-modules 
qa; KJ ~ EB vµ> 
µe(G,K)' 
where (G, KY is the set of all finite dimensional spherical irreducible representa-
tions of G with respect to K (an irreducible representation W of G is said to be 
spherical for Kif dim(WK) = 1). From this we deduce that IC[ VJ has as G-module 
a unique decomposition· as sum of homogeneous spherical irreducible represen-
tations, which is multiplicity free in each degree. At the end of Section 2 we use 
results of [CP] in order to describe this decomposition explicitly. 
Since the decomposition is multiplicity free in each degree, each graded 
G-invariant ideal has to be a subsum of the decomposition. Therefore it is useful 
to have information about the G-span of the product of homogeneous irreducible 
components in order to describe the graded (prime, primary, radical) ideals and 
their arithmetic. In Section 3 we prove that a G-submodule spanned by the 
product of homogeneous G-submodules is already spanned by the product of 
their K-fixed elements. After that we focus our attention to the algebra of K-fixed 
elements C[V]K. Using the morphism c/J* above it turns out that we are interested 
in product formulas for the K-fixed elements <I>µ in C[G/K], where 
C[G/K]K = EB C<I>µ <l>µE V! non-zero. 
µe(G,K)' 
More precisely, for µ,ve(G,K)A we can write 
<t> µ·<I>. = Id(µ, v, A.)<I> ... 
). 
and we are interested in the set of A. for which d(µ, v, A.) # 0 since these elements 
determine the G-span of <I> • <I> . µ v 
By general theory there is a torus A £;; G - the maximal split torus, see Section 
2 - such that the <I>µ are already completely determined by their restriction to 
A/ An KC+ G/K. These functions restricted to A/ An K are apart from a different 
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normalization precisely the multivariable Jacobi polynomials as used in [H] and 
some results of that paper are used in the appendix in order to obtain information 
about the set of A with d(µ, v, A) =/: 0. In the appendix parameters ma > O come in, 
while we need the results only for special values of m,., see table in Section 2. 
However we will use explicit expressions for several d(µ, v, A) which are only 
defined for m,. > 0 generic and yield zero divided by zero in our cases. 
A continuity argument is needed to get the desired results for our parameter 
values. 
The above mentioned decomposition of C[V] will be indexed by Young 
diagrams, i.e. by sequences of integers a 1 ~ u 2 ~ ••• ~ a.+i ~ O, where n = 
dim( A) and A the torus mentioned above. If we use the results on products of 
K-fixed elements in order to describe products of homogeneous G-submodules 
then we get in terms of Young diagrams for all five cases precisely the same 
results. This enables us to study the cases simultaneously. 
In Section 4 we classify all G-invariant graded (prime, primary, radical) ideals 
in C[V], and describe the symbolic powers of prime ideals, and primary 
decompositions and integral closures of arbitrary ideals. We will work in terms of 
Young diagrams and it turns out that all problems are combinatorial questions 
on these diagrams. Since we need the several combinatorial results on Young 
diagrams on many places in Sections 2, 3, and 4 we have gathered most results 
in Section 1. 
In the last Section we use our results in order to describe IP(V) as G-variety. As 
full set of closed G-stable subsets we obtain a sequence 
X 1 c ··· s;;; Xn s;;; Xn+ 1 = lll'(V). 
Each X. is irreducible and we describe a set of generators of the prime ideal that 
defines X;. We also show that X; can be obtained from X 1 as union of all i - 1 
dimensional projective planes through i points on X 1 • Consequently the rank 
2 cases of II, III, IV and V (I is always of rank 1) yields precisely the standard 
Severi-varieties, see [LV]. 
Section 1. Combinatorics of Young diagrams 
A Young diagram a is a sequence (a1 , a2 , a 3 , ... ) of non-negative integers wi.th 
u 1 ~ a 2 ;;:: a 3 ~ ••• and a; = o for all i sufficiently large. If an+ 1• = 0 we also wnte 
- ( ) and D denotes the set of all these Young diagrams. A Young (]' - 0'1,U2, ... ,0"n n fbo • 
diagram in D" can be represented in the plane by a set of(at most) n rows o . xes, 
the i-th row consisting of a; boxes. For instance if a= (4,2, l)eD3 the picture 
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becomes: 
'In order to understand combinatorics of Young diagrams it is helpful to keep this 
representation in mind. By transposing the names 'row' and 'column' we obtain 
a duality on the pictures of Young diagrams. So there is a corresponding duality 
on Young diagrams; given a Young diagram a = (a 1 ,. . ., a"), the dual a v = 
(a{, a2, a~,. . ., al), where t = a 1, is given by a{ = max{j ~ 11 ai ~ i}. 
We consider D" as a subset of "ll.." and provide "ll..", thus via restriction D., with 
some structure. With a sequence a= (a 1 ,. • ., a.)E "ll.." we associate the support 
supp(a) = {i I a; -=/:: 0 i = 1,. .. ,n} 
and integers 
n 
'h(a) = La; k=l,. . .,n. 
i~k 
In particular the degree of a is 
n 
lal = Y1(a) = La;. 
;~ 1 
Furthermore we define three partial orders s;, ~ and ~r on Z". Let a= 
(a 1 ,. . ., a.), b = (bp .. ., bn) El." then 
a s; b if and only if a; ~ b; for all i = 1, ... , n, 
a~ b if and only if Y;(a) ~ Y;(b) for all i = 1,. . .,n, 
a<rb ifandonlyif ai<bi and ai+ 1 =bi+ 1 ,. • .,an=bn 
for some j E { 1,. . ., n}. 
Clearly ~ extends s; and ~ r extends ~ as partial order. The partial order ~ r is 
even a total order and is also called the lexicographic order. Note that on Dn the 
partial order s; means inclusion of the corresponding pictures. 
Finally we define the set of strips 
E.= {(e 1 ,. . .,e.)El."le; = 0 ore;= 1 for all i = 1,. . .,n} 
85 
and the subsets of m-strips 
En,m = { e EE" II e I = m} for m = 1, ... , n. 
Using the usual addition on "l..", the strips will be the building blocks of the Young 
diagrams. 
Let p ED n be a Young diagram. We say that p is stratified by the sequence of 
t . 1 2 t 'f ~j i • y . s nps e ,e , ... ,e 1 "-'i=le is a oung diagram for all j= l, ... J and 
P = L.f=1e;. Given a Young diagram aeDn, we say that a sequence of strips 
e 1 , ... , et is related to a if t = a 1 and le"<il I =at for all i = 1, ... J for some 
permutation non { 1, ... , t}. If p is stratified by a sequence of strips related to a 
we say that p is stratified by a. 
A stratification of a Young diagram p by a sequence of strips e1 , ... , e1 can be 
represented in the plane as follows: We represent p as before and for each 
1 ~ i ~ t and eachjesupp(e;) we put the value i in one of the boxes ofthejth row 
of the picture of p, such that the numbers in each row are strictly increasing and 
the numbers in each column are non-decreasing. It turns out that the set of boxes 
with numbers ~ i is precisely the picture corresponding to the Young diagram 
I:}= 1 ei. For example, (4, 2, 1) is stratified by the sequence e 1 = ( L 1, 0), e2 = 
(1,0, 1), e 3 =(1,1,0), e4 = (1,0,0). In a picture 
Also (4, 2, 1) is stratified by (2, 2, 2, W = (4, 3). 
Note that each Young diagram a can be stratified by a itself in a standard way; 
since 
and 
(al)v + ··· + (aJt 
is a Young diagram for all I ~ j ~ t = a 1 the sequence e; = (a/) v sa~isfies. In the 
picture of a it means that we put the number i in all boxes of t~e 1-th column. 
We are interested in the set of all tED" stratified by some g1:en aED •. By 
definition the degrees of a sequence of strips related to a ~re m one to one 
correspondence with the coordinates of av ~ia some permutation n. We want to 
show that it is no restriction to fix the choice of n · 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let a ED. and e,f E En such that a + e, a + e + f E Dn, and let d be 
an integer with I supp(e) n supp(f I ~ d ~ I supp(e) u supp(f) 1- Define e E En by 
e is the minimal element in E. with respect to the partial order ~ such that lei = d 
and supp(e) 2 supp(e) nsupp(f), and putJ= e + f- eEE". 
Then a + e, a + e + J = a + e + f ED •. 
Proof In order to show that a + e is a Young diagram, we have to verify 
<Ji+ e; ~ (J'i+l + ei+l for i = 1, ... ,n - 1. 
Only if e; = 0 and e;+ 1 = 1 this needs some verification. In that case it follows 
from the minimality of e that 
iEfosupp(e) n supp(f) 
but 
i + 1 E supp(e) n supp(f). 
Hence 
thus indeed a; ~ a;+ 1 + 1. 
PRO POSITION 1.2. Let a ED. and n a permutation on { 1, ... , t = a 1 }. The set 
of Young diagrams r stratified by sequences of strips e1 , ... , et with \e"<i> I = at for 
all i = 1, ... , t does not depend on the choice of n. 
Proof Let -r be stratified by a sequence e1 , ... , et. Fix an 1 ~ i < t and put 
i-1 
p = L ei, e = ei and f = ei+ 1 . 
j= 1 
Let d = If 1- By lemma 1.1. r is also stratified by 
1 i-1-J,i+2 t e , ... , e , e, , e , ... , e , 
where 
Thus the choice n can be replaced by no (i i + 1). Since the transpositions 
(i i + 1) generates the permutation group on { 1, ... , t} the proposition follows. 
D 
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Consequently it is no real restriction if we work with sequences of non decreasing 
degree in order to describe all t stratified by some a. In that case the 
lemma says that we can even add an assumption on the last strip in the sequence. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let tEDn be stratified by a sequence of strips e1 , •• • ,I of non 
decreasing degree. Suppose t P > tp+ 1 for some l ~ p ~ n. Then is r also strat~fied 
by a sequence of strips e 1 , ..• , et with I e i I = I ei I for all i = l, ... , t and morem,er 
e~ = 1. 
Proof By induction on t. Fort = 1 is the assertion trivial. Now assume the 
assertion to be proved up to t - 1 ;;:: 1. If e~ = l the assertion holds for the 
1 t· lf I w· I 1 · sequence e , ... , e 1tse , so assume e P = 0. nte p = L;;;; 1 e'; this Young diagram 
. "fi d b h 1 1 - 1 N 1sstrati e yt esequencee , .. .,e . owpP=tP>tp+t ;;::pp+l•thusbythe 
induction hypothesis we can replace e1 , .•. , l- 1 by a sequence as in the lemma. 
We therefore may assume e~ - 1 = 1. Since I er I ;;:: I e1 - 1 I and e~ = 0, there is 
aminimalj withe~ = 1ande~-t=0,and thus pi< Pi-i· Defineb = (o 1 ,J~, ... ) 
by 8i = -1, 15P = 1 and 15; = 0 for i -:f:. j, p. We claim that t is stratified by the 
sequence e1 , ... , et- 2 , e1 - 1 - 15, et+ 15 and satisfies the desired properties. Picturing 
the stratification as mentioned before we in fact interchange two boxes of the 
last two strips e1 - 1 and et: 
Namely the last box in the pth row that belongs to the (t - 1)-th strip (the 
non-shaded boxes) is interchanged with the last box in thejth row which belongs 
to the tth strip (the shaded boxes). 
By construction it is only necessary to verify whether p = e1 + ·· · + er- 2 + 
e1 - 1 - 15 = p - 15 is a Young diagram. Since Pp= Pp - 1, Pi= Pi+ 1 and P; = p, 
for i-:f:.p,j it is sufficient to check pP:;i::pp+i and Pi~Pj-t· Using the 
(in)equalities above, we get PP= Pp - 1 = 'P - 1 ~ tp+1;;:: pp+1. If j = P + 1 
we are ready, while for j of p + 1 Pi= Pi+ 1 ~ Pi-1 = Pi-1· D 
We need Proposition 1.2. and Lemma 1.3 in order to prove our main com-
binatorial result: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let <J be a Young diagram. 
(a) If p is a Young diagram with p ~ <J then there exists a Young diagram r such 
that p 2 t, t;;:: <J and ltl = j<J\. . . 
(b) If, is a young diagram with I r I = I <JI then t ;;:: <J if and only if r can be stratified 
by <J. • • . d d fi 
Proof (a) Assume IPI >!<JI. Let j be the mm1mal with P~ >Pi+ 1 an e ~e 
- - (p- p- ) by p-. = p. - 1 and P· = P; for i -:f:. j. Clearly p £ p, and we claim P - l• 2'" ·• J } I 
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that also p ~ <J. We prove this by contradiction, so suppose that not p ~ <J. Then 
there is a maximal p such that yP(p) < yp(<J). Of course p ~ j and Pp< a P' thus 
But then is 
p-1 p-1 
IPI - 1 = l.ol = Y1(P) = L Pi+ Yp(p) < L a;+ 'l'p(a) = 'l'1(a) = lal, 
i= 1 
contradicting IPI > lal. Now we have found a p satisfying p 2 p, IPI = IPI - 1 
and p ~ u, so repeating the constructing sufficiently many time yields the desired 
r. (b) First let r be stratified by a sequence of strips e1 , ••• , e1 related to a. Write 
'51 =(if= (1, ... , 1), i times 1, for i = 1,2, ... , then '5; ~ '5 for all bEEn,i· Now 
by the definition of stratification we have 
n n 
r = L ei ~ L '51ei1 = a 
i=l i= 1 
We prove the converse by induction on t = a 1 • Fort = 1 r = a is a strip. Now 
suppose the assertion to be proved up tot - 1 ~ 1. We use transfinite induction 
on the r with lrl = I al and r ~a (with respect to the order ~).If r = a the earlier 
on mentioned standard stratification satisfy. Now let r > p adjacent, l,;I = IPI = 
lal, p ~a and suppose that p is stratified by u. Fix j maximal with yi(p) < Yi't) 
and after that a 1 ~ i < j maximal with 'Yi(p) = Yi(,;). Then Pi > r; ~ ,;i > pi, thus 
Pi~ Pi+ 2. Therefore we can find i ~ p < q ~j such that 
Hence, if we define 
with 
'5, = - 1, ()q = 1 and ()i = 0 for i .:Pp, q, 
then p + '5 is again a Young diagram and Ip + '5 I = I a I . By construction also 
p < p + '5 ~ r, thus ,; = p + b by the adjacency. By assumption p can be 
stratified by u. Then by Proposition 1.2. and Lemma 1.3. we may assume that 
p can be stratified by a sequence of strips e1 , ..• , e1 related to a of non-decreasing 
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degree and e~ = 1. With help of this stratification we will find a desired 
stratification fort. We distinguish three cases corresponding to the following 
three pictures: 
p 
In the first case we assume e~ = 0. Then e' + o is a strip with le'+ ol = le'I so 
e1 , ••• , e1 - 1, e1 + o is a desired stratification of t. 
In the other cases we suppose e~ = 1. 
If for all p ~ i ~ q holds ef = 1, then 1/ = r.f;;;{ei and 1/ + o are Young 
diagrams, '1 < '1 + l> and '1 is stratified by e1 , ... , e'- 1 . Thus by the induc-
tion hypothesis '1 + o can be stratified by a sequence of strips e 1 , ••. , e1 - 1 
with leil = leil, i = l, ... ,t - 1. Since t = p + o = 1/ + o + e' it follows that 
e1, ... , e1- 1, e' is a desired stratification oft. 
The third case that remains is ~ = ~ = 1 and ef = 0 for some p < i < q, 
suppose i to be maximal with this property. Write '1 = l:f; f ei, 1'/ is stratified by 
e1, ... ,e1- 1• We have l'/i = ti and 
thus 1'/i=1fq+2, furthermore 1'/i=t;>ti+ 1 -l=1fi+l and l'/q<tq_ 1 -
l ~ 'lq-1• From these inequalities follows that if we define o1 = (oL oi, .. . ) with 
of= -1, <>! = 1 and oJ = 0 for j =!- i,q then 11 + 01 is a Young diagram with 
It/+ 01 1=1111and1/ + o1 > '1· By the induction hypothesis follows that 1'/ + o1 
can be stratified by a sequence of strips e1 , ••• ,e1 - 1 with jeil =lei! for 
i = l, ... ,t- 1. Nowdefineo2 = (or,oi, ... )byo; = -1,or = 1 andoJ = Ofor 
i =!- p,~ so 0 1 + o2 = o. By construction is e' + o2 a strip and le'+ 02 1 = le'I. 
Since 
it follows that e l' ... 'e(- l' e' + o2 is a desired stratification for t. 0 
From part (b) of the proposition follows that given a sequence of strips e1 , ..• , e' 
related to a such that p + I'.{= 1 ei is a Young diagram for all j = 1, ... ,t and some 
Young diagram p, then t = p + l:f = 1 e' ~ p + rr. Part (b) says that in the special 
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case where p is the zero diagram the converse holds too. Unfortunately in general 
if' 2 p, I" I = Ip + a I and ' ~ p + a there needs not exist such a stratification. 
A counter example is already given by '= (2, 2, 2), p = (2, 1) and a= (1, 1, 1). 
However in the following special case, where it is essential that we work inside 
a set of Young diagrams Dn with n fixed, there is: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Fix n > 0 and let a ED", t = a 1 • There exists am~ 0 such 
that for all pED" with IPI = l(m + l)al holds: p ~ (m + l)a if and only if there is 
a sequence of strips e1 , ... , emt related to ma such that a+ r.{= 1 e; is a Young 
diagram for all j = 1, ... , m · t and p = a + r.;n,; 1 e;. 
~ Proof First suppose we have already a m ~ 0 that satisfies, then m + 1, and 
hence all m' > m, satisfies. Namely, assume j5 ~ (m + 2)a for some p EDn. From 
Proposition 1.4 follows that p can be stratified by a sequence of strips 
-1 -(m + 2)t e , .. . ,e 
related to (m + 2)a and by Proposition 1.2 we may assume that 
-1 -(m+l)t e , ... ,e 
is related to (m + 1)a. Put 
(m+ 1)( 
P = L: ei, 
i= 1 
by Proposition 1.4 again we have p ~ (m + l)a. By assumption we may apply the 
proposition, so there is a sequence e1 , ... , em·t as stated in the proposition. Now 
it is obvious that 
el, ... ,em·t, e<m+l)t+ 1, ... 'e<m+2)t 
is a desired sequence for p. 
We now prove by induction on t = a 1 that the proposition holds if we take 
m= n2 • 
Fort = 0 there is nothing to prove. If t = 1, then a = (j) v = (1, ... , 1), j times 
1, for some 1 ~ j ~ n. If we take in this special case m = 0 then the only 
p satisfying the conditions is p = a, and the assertions become trivial. Thus for 
t = 1 the proposition holds for all m ~ 0. 
Next suppose t > 1 and the proposition to be proved up tot - 1. Let p ED,, 
satisfy the conditions. By Propositions 1.4 and 1.2 p can be stratified by 
a sequence of strips e1 , ... , e<m+ l)t related to (m + l)a and of non-decreasing 
degree. 
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We claim that we can choose this sequence such that in addition we may 
assume e;=(l, ... ,l), j times 1, wherej=a{ is the maximal degree in the 
sequence, for some (m + l)(t - 1) < i ~ (m + l)t. 
Before we prove this claim, we finish the proof of the proposition. Clearly the 
Young diagram 
(m+ l)(t-1) 
p = L ej 
j= 1 
is stratified by the sequence of strips 
el, ... ,e<m+ t)(t-1) 
related to ii = (m + 1 )(a - ei). Since ii 1 = t - l there is by the induction hypo-
thesis a sequence of strips 
-1 -m(t-1) e , ... ,e 
related to mii such that 
m(t-1) 
P =a+ L: ei 
j=l 
and each initial sum 
k = 1, ... ,m(t -1) 
of the sequence 
- -1 -2 -m(/-1) a, e , e , ... , e 
is a Young diagram. It follows that 
(m+l)t 
P = i5 + I ei 
j=(m+ l)t-m 
and each initial sum of the sequence 
a, el' ... 'em(t-1i, e(m+ l)t-m' ... ,e<m+ l)t 
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is a Young diagram. Now e; can be found in the last part of the sequence and is 
itself a Young diagram. Thus in a picture the stratification looks like 
If ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where ff and ei are the dotted and shaded area respectively and the blank part 
corresponds to the remaining strips. 
Because the sum of Young diagrams is again a Young diagram it follows that 
each initial sum of the sequence 
is a Young diagram. In the picture this can be interpreted as shifting the shaded 
strip into the first position: 
~ .... , .... ~ ........   . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Now a corresponds to the union of the dotted and shaded area and the remaining 
set of strips yield the blanks area. 
Since the total sum equals p, we have found a desired sequence. 
It remains to prove the claim. 
In the first instance we only know that the sequence has non-decreasing degree. 
We define 
a;= (rn + l)t - n2 + i.n for i = 0, 1, .. . ,n. 
Thus 
(rn + l)(t - 1) < (rn + l)t - rn = a0 < a1 < ··· <an= (m + 1).t. 
We first show that the sequence e1 , ... , e<m+ lJ.t can be chosen such that in 
addition 
{1, ... ,j} £; u supp(ek) for all i = 1, ... , n. (*) 
kE[a;- 1 + 1,a;] 
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Here [a, b], a, b E Z, denotes { ce Zia~ c ~ b} and as before j = cr1. Thus the 
picture of such a stratification looks like 
where the shaded area corresponds to eOn-I + l + ••• + € 4n, the dotted area to 
e0 n- 2 + 1 + ... + € 4"- 1, etc. Write pi= :E~= le\ each time we change our choice of 
the sequence e1 , ..• , e<m+l)t below we suppose that the definition of the pi change 
with it. We need the following fact: 
Let 1 ~ s < t ~ (m + l)t and suppose 
prf.,p + 1 e U supp(ek) 
ke[s+ 1,t] 
for some 1 ~ p < n, then p~ > p~ + 1 thus by Lemma 1.3 we may assume e; = 1 for 
an appropriate chosen sequence e1 , .•• , e'. 
We now prove ( *) for i = n. Since e0 ' has degree j, there is a j ~ q ~ n with 
e:' = 1. Now fix t = ai and let s run through the row a; - 1, ai - 2, ... as long as 
there is a maximal p < q (now p depends on s) such that 
p rf. U supp(ek) 
ke[s+ l,a1] 
and replace the sequence e1 , •.. , e' by an other choice such that e; = 1. Clearly 
s stays ~a; - (n - 1), thus after the algorithm we get the desired assertion for 
i = n. It is obvious that we can repeat this algorithm for i = n - 1, n - 2, ... , 1 (in 
this order!) such that we get ultimately ( * ). 
We now assume that we have chosen a sequence e1 , ..• , e<m+ 1>1 that in addition 
satisfies (*).We use Lemma 1.1 in order to alter this sequence into a sequence that 
satisfies the claim. 
Let i run through the sequence (m + l)t - 2,(m + 1)1- 3, ... ,(m + l)t" - n2 
(in this order), and replace ei+ 1, ei+ 2 by ei+ 1, ei+ 2 in accordance with Lemma 1.1., 
where er= pi, e = e;+ 1,f = ei+ 2 and d = j. After carrying out the step for i = aP, 
p = n - 1,n - 2, ... ,0 it follows from(*) that 
{1,2, ... , minimum (j,n - p)} £ supp(e0P+ 1 ). 
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Hence { 1, ... ,j} s;;; supp(ei) for some 
(1, ... , l),j times 1, because leil =j. 
i > a0 = (m + l)t - m, and thus ei = 
0 
Section 2. Structure and representation theory 
Let G be a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over the complex 
numbers with an involutive automorphism e and fixed point group K = G9• By 
definition the quotient space G/K is a semisimple symmetric space. Among the 
tori A with O(a) = a- 1 for all aeA we fix a torus A of maximal dimension. This 
torus is called a maximal split torus and its dimension the rank of the symmetric 
space G/K. There always exists a maximal torus T such that As;;; T and T is 
8-stable. We fix one such T. Let g be the Lie algebra of G, A/\ the character set 
of A and A. e A". Put 
g;.={XeglAd(a)X=a;.X 'v'aeA}, 
m;. = dimc(g;). 
R(g, a) = {a: EA" I a: ;.!: 0 and m" > 0}. 
Furthermore let NK(A) and CK(A) be the normalizer and centralizer of A in 
K respectively. Put 
The set R(g, a) is named the restricted rootsystem. It is a possibly non-reduced 
rootsystem with Weyl group W. The restricted rootsystem is called the type of the 
symmetric space G/K. Ifit is irreducible then we say G/K is irreducible. Let Ebe 
the real vectorspace spanned by R (g, a). We define 
P = {A.eE i(A., a:v)EZ 'v'aeR(g, a)}, 
P+ = {A.ePl(A.,a:v)~O 'v'a:ER+(g,a)}, 
where a:v = 2a/(a, a) and R+(g, a) a set of positive roots in R(g, a) such that the 
induced order is compatible with the order on all weights. Here ( ·, ·) is 
a W-invariant inner product on E. Since by assumption G is simply connected the 
character lattice A" of A equals P. For any finite dimensional irreducible 
representation V of G holds dime yK ~ 1. If this dimension equals 1 then V is 
called a spherical representation, and each non-zero K-fixed vector a spherical 
vector. (G, K)" denotes the set of all finite dimensional irreducible representa-
tions. Helgason's theorem [Hel 2, chap. V] says that there is an one to one 
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correspondence 
Given A E P + then the character 2A. on A extends in a unique way to a character 21 
on T by demanding 2X(t) = 1 for all t E Twith B(t) = t. We thus obtain a spherical 
irrreducible representation V1 of G with the highest weight 21, and this gives the 
one to one correspondence mentioned above. Since the ([>algebra C[G/ K] is as 
G-module isomorphic to the direct sum of all spherical representations in ( G, K)" 
we get 
C[G/K] ~ EB v •. 
leP+ 
Now take a A. E P +,A. =t- 0, and a spherical vector v E V;.. In the projectivized space 
IP(V1 ) holds stab0 (v) = N 0 (K), see [CP, (1.7)], thus the G-orbit of v in IP(V1 ) is 
isomorphic to G/N0 (K). We are interested in the cases where the closure of the 
orbit Gv is the whole projective space IP(V1 ). In that case the map 
cjJ:G/K x C*~ V,, 
given by 
c/J(gK,t) = tgv 
has an open dense image in V1 . This induces an injective graded G-module 
homomorphism: 
</>*: C[V;.] ~ EB C[V,Ja ~ EB C[G/K]Td ~ C[G/K x C*]. 
deZ 
Consequently for any d ~ 0 C[V1 ]a is a multiplicity free G-module or equiva-
lently C[V;.] is a multiplicity free G x C*-module. A complete list for irreducible 
G/K with Gv = IP(V1 ) is given in the following table: 
G K v, dim V, rank m, 
son+ 1 on 
co+l n +I n-1 
II SL n+' son+! sicn+ 1 (n~2) n 1 
III SL;+ 1 SL n+ 1 diag co+! @en+! (n + 1)2 n 2 
IV SL2o+2 Spin+ 2 I\ 2c2n + 2 (n + 1)(2n + !) n 4 
v E6 f4 (C3©C3)3 27 2 8 
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Strictly speaking we have, in accordance with the assumptions, to replace the 
pairs G, K by their simply connected forms. Note that all cases are of type An, 
where n is the rank. Let the Dynkin diagram be 
a1 ai an 
··---·- - ---·--·· 
where ix 1,. .• , an are the simple roots of R(g, a) = An. The fundamental weights 
A. 1, ••• , A.n are the duals of the co roots ixl', ... , ix: and after eventually transposing 
the Dynkin diagram we may assume that A.= A.n. 
The table can be obtained as follows: In [Ka, Theorem 3] Kac gives a complete 
list of multiplicity-free irreducible linear actions of connected reductive algebraic 
groups, i.e. irreducible linear representations such that C[V] decomposes 
multiplicity free. By the above mentioned facts our cases must be contained in this 
list. A case by case verification using the classification of irreducible symmetric 
spaces in [Hel 3] yields the table. This table is also obtained by Heckman 
[personal comm.], who determined all cases where the closure Gvin IP(V) has the 
Betti-numbers of a projective space. 
For the rest of this paper we will restrict ourselves to the cases of the table. 
We want to describe IC[V;.J as G-module. We already know that <P* embeds for 
any d ~ Othehomogeneous componentC[V,.Jd in C[G/K]::::::: EB,.eP+ V,_. Work of 
de Conicini and Procesi gives an explicit decomposition. In fact we also be able to 
give our own proof, see remark to Corollary 3.9. As usual we provide P and 
P + = { n1 A. 1 + · · · + nnA.n In; ~ 0} with the partial order 
n 
µ:;;;; v if and only if v - µ = L n;ix; n; ~ O,n;EZ. 
i= l 
THEOREM 2.1. C[V,_]d ~ EBµ.,d.<, Vµ. 
Proof Let X(dA. 1 ) be the closure of the G-orbit of the spherical vector in Y,i,_ 1 • 
Denote by Ld,., the restriction of the trivial line bundel (9(1) on lfl>(Y,i,.) to X(dA. 1 ). 
The composition of the G-equivariant map 
V,_-+ Vfd, 
Vi-+V@ ··· ®v 
and the projection 
on the Cartan component induces a natural isomorphism X(A.1)--+ X(dA.1 ) and 
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through this isomorphism the line bundle X(dA. 1 ) corresponds to the linebundle 
L~,d on X(A. 1 ). Since C[V;.]d can be interpreted as the sections in the linebundle 
lP(l)®d on IJll(V;.) we have 
C[V.Jd ~ H 0(1Jll(V;.), CJ(l)®d). 
Because in our special case X(A. 1 ) = IP(V;.), we get 
and using the isomorphism above 
The theorem in [CP, Section 8] says 
H 0(X(dA. 1 ), Ld;.,) ~ ffi Vµ. 
µ<;;d.!1 
D 
The disjoint union Ud~ 0 {µ E P +Iµ~ dA. 1 } figures as index set for the decomposi-
tion of IC[V;J as G-module. Later on we will study the multiplicative structure 
and then it is for combinatorial reasons easier to work with Young diagrams. In 
order to attach to each pair(µ, d) withµ~ d;l. 1 a Young diagram, we need the 
following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let l:f = 1 a;A.; E P + and d ;;:: 0, then 
n 
L, a;A.i ~ dA; if and only if 
i=l 
n 
d = I a;·i + an+ 1(n + 1) for some integer a.+ 1 ~ o. 
i= 1 
Proof In order to write the fundamental weights in terms of the fundamental 
roots one has to invert the Cartan matrix. For the rootsystem A. we get, see 
[Hul 1, Section 13]: 
A;= - 1-((n - i + l)a1 + 2(n - i + l)a2 + ··· + 
n+l 
+ (i - l)(n - i + l)a;_ 1 + i(n - i + l)a; + i(n - i)a;+ 1 + ··· icx.). 
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From this follows that A; ~ i,1, 1 and 0 ~ (n + 1) · ,1, 1 . But then 
so that "if" part follows. Conversely, if 1:? = 1 a); ~ d,1, 1 , then the coefficient ofan 
of d,1, 1 ~ 1:7 = 1 a;A; expressed in terms of the fundamental roots is an+ 1 = 
(d - L~= 1 a;·i)/(n+1). By assumption an+ 1 must be a nonnegative integer, thus 
d = 1:7= 1 a;. i +an+ 1 (n + 1) is of the desired form. 0 
Now we attach to the pairµ= l:i= 1 a;A.; E P + and d ~ 0 with µ ~ d,1, 1 the 
Young diagram a = ad,,, = (a 1, ... , an+ 1 ) defined by ai = 'Lj~ fa i' where an+ 1 is 
defined as in the Lemma. Then 
n+l n+l n+l 
!al= 2, L ai = L ai·j = d and a;= a 1 - <1;+ 1 • 
i=l j=l j=l 
Conversely let a= (a1 , .. ;,<1n+i) be a Young diagram. Defined= Jal and 
µ = µa = '127= 1 (a; - <1;+ 1 )A;. Now we have 
n 
L (ai - <1i+ i)j + <1n+ 1 (n + 1) 
j=l 
n n 
L L (ai - <1j+d + <1n+1(n + 1) 
i= 1 j = 1 
n 
= L (<1; - <1n+1) + <1n+1(n + 1) 
i=l 
n 
= L a; = I a I = d. 
i= 1 
Now by the Lemmaµ~ d·,1, 1 . 
We have that Dn+ 1 is the disjoint union of the subsets 
D n + l ,d = { O" ED n + 1 \ I O" I = d} d = 0, 1, 2, .... 
We just proved a one to one correspondence between the µ E P + with µ ~ dJ.. 1 
and the elements of Dn+ i,d. Let Va denote the irreducible summand V,," in 
C[V,iJ 1 .. 1 then theorem 2.1 translates into 
THEOREM 2.3. C[VJ ~ EB V(f. 
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Section 3. Multiplicative structure 
The first purpose of this section is to relate the multiplicative structure of 
irreducible G-submodules ofC[V,] and C[G/K] to the multiplicative structure 
of the K-fixed elements. For each AE P + we choose the elementary spherical 
function <I>;. E Vf normalized by <ll;.(e) = l, where e denotes the coset of the unit 
element of G. These elementary spherical functions form a IC-basis for the set of all 
bi-K-invariant functions IC[ G/K]K on G. So for any µ, v E P + we can write 
<llµ -<l>v = L d(µ, v,Ji.)<1>,_. 
).eP+ 
Also for each aED.+ 1 is the irreducible G-submodule Ver of C[V;.] spherical, 
thus we can choose a spherical vector <Der in Vu. The morphism 
<f>*: C[ViJ C+ EB dezC[G/K]Td maps V0 isomorphically onto Vµa • ylcrl and we 
normalize <I>" in such a way that it is mapped by cf>* to <I> µ,a· Tl"I. These functions 
<l>a, also called spherical functions, form a IC-basis for IC[V;.]K. As above we can 
write for any a, r ED.+ 1 
<I>"· <I>, = I d(a, r, p)<l> p· 
peDn+ 1 
We also define a multiplication of the irreducible G-modulesV,, and V, in IC[V;.] 
by 
v,,.. v, = G-module in C[ViJ spanned by {f·g I fE v,,.,gE V,}. 
Of course there is for IC[G/K] a similar definition. 
THEOREM 3.1. Va· V, = EB P VP where the sum is taken over all p ED.+ 1 with 
d(a, r, p) "I= 0. 
Proof Using the morphism cf>* we get 
d(a, r,p) "I= O if and only if \al+ \r\ = \p\ and d(µa,µ,,µP) "I= 0. 
It is therefore equivalent to prove 
2 V V ,-r:,. V where the sum is taken over all Jc with THEOREM 3. . µ. v = W), A' 
d(µ, v, Ji.) "I= 0. 
Proof We begin with some general theory. 
After extending the Zariski-topology on G/K to the C-topology one can take 
a compact real form G0 /K 0 of it. Define 
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the space ofall K0 -finitefunctionsf e C"'(G0 /K0 ). i.e. K 0 ·f is contained in a finite: 
dimensional subspace. The unitary trick says that the restriction map gives at 
isomorphism 
The advantage of working in C"'(G0 /K0 )Ko-fin is that the restriction of the 
G0 -invariant Hermitean innerproduct of the unitary representation L2 (G0 /K 0 
provides a Hermitean innerproduct <·,·)on it. The decomposition of C[G/K: 
carries over to a decomposition in pairwise orthogonal irreducible component: 
of C"'(G0 /K 0 )Ko·fin as G0 -module. Write V~ = rV11 and <I>~ = r(<I>11 ). 
For any irreducible unitary spherical representation W of (G0 , K 0 ) witl 
innerproduct < ·, • ) and ew e W a spherical unit vector we now define 
and a C-linear G0 -equivariant embedding 
For W = V~ an irreducible summand </> becomes in fact a map of V~ into itsel 
given by multipliction with some scalar r:x.11 e IC*. Thus for e11 = rx;; 1 ·<I>~ andf e V 
we get 
f(g) = (f, ge11 )ge G0 • 
We are now ready to prove the theorem. 
Given µ, v e P +, we provide the vectorspace V~ ® V~ with a Hermitea 
innerproduct ( ·, ·) by demanding 
Then there is an orthogonal direct sum decomposition 
m 
V~®V~= EB Wj©W, 
j= 1 
where the Wi are irreducible spherical representations of (G0 , K0 ) and W do nc 
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contain any spherical vector. The orthogonal projection on W; will be denoted by 
rci,j = 1, ... , m. In each Wi we choose a spherical unit vector ei, then we can write 
m 
eµ ® ev = L: ajej. 
j= 1 
Given f 1 E Vµ and f 2 E Vv we get for any g E G0 /K 0 
m 
= L: aj <!1 ® !2 gej> 
j=l 
m 
= I aj<rcif1 ® !2 ), gej>· 
j= 1 
(*) 
Since the products f 1 ·f2 span V~ • V~. this gives that each V~ occurring in V~ • V~ 
must be isomorphic with some Wi with ai ::f. 0. 
On the other hand if we take f 1 = e,, and f 2 = ev then (*) becomes 
m m 
(e,, ·ev)(g) = L ii/aiei,ge) = L Jail 2 (eigei). 
j= 1 j = 1 
For each j = 1, ... , m we have an embedding <Pi: W;--+ C""(G0 /K0 )Ko-fin as 
defined above, thus W1. ~ ,1, .(W.) ~ vr for some A.. Moreover 
'I' J J ).j J" 
so if ai ::f. 0 then occurs V).1 in V~ · V~. 
Reformulating this in terms of spherical functions gives 
m 
<l>µ·<l>v = r:x.,.r:x.v L r:x.,i/Jajl 2 <1>;.1 
j= 1 
and V;. occurs in V,,@ Vv if and only if l = li for some j with ai ::f. 0, thus if and 
only if d(µ, v, l) ::f. 0. D 
We now focus our attention to the spherical functions C[G/K]K. From general 
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theory, see [R], [VI], we know that KAK £ G is a dense subset, thus spherical 
functions are completely determined by their restrictions to 
A/An K c.+G/K. 
Each K-orbit in G/K that intersects A/An K, intersects in a W-orbit, where as 
before W ~ N K(A)/C K(A) is the Weyl group of R(g, a). Thus there is a restriction 
isomorphism 
Since An K = {aE A I a= a- 1} we have an isomorphism 
lft:A/AnK-->A 
defined by l/J(a) = a2, and an induced isomorphism 
Put 
By composing rand l/t*~' we get an isomorphism 
</>(<D;.) = P(.l., a). 
Apart from a different normalization the polynomials P(A., a) are the multi-
variable Jacobi polynomials as introduced in [HJ. Let T be the real compact form 
of the complex torus A provided with the C-topology, and provide C[A]w with 
a Hermitean innerproduct < ·, ·) defined by 
(f, g) = f f(t)g(t)8(t) dt f, g E C[A]w 
T 
and weight function 
D(t) = TI \ 1 - t"\m• 
a:eR+ 
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:Vhere them"' are the multiplicities defined in Section 2, R + the set of positive roots 
m R(g, a) and dt the normalized Haar measure on T. Then the polynomials form 
an orthogonal basis. 
Let µ, v E P +, we have 
P(µ,a)·P(v,a) = I d(µ,v,A.)P()",a) . 
.<eP+ 
Define 
S(µ, v) = P,E P + Id(µ, v, A.)¥= O} and 
C(µ) = {11 E P +I w(17) ~ µ for all WE W}. 
It follows from [H, Section 7] that 
PROPOSITION 3.3. S(µ, v) s:; (µ + C(v)) n P + D 
The results of the same paper are used in the appendix to make a calculation in 
order to prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Letµ, v E P + andµ+ w(v)E P +for some wE W, then 
µ + w(v) E S(µ, v). 0 
For generalµ and v these propositions do not give sufficient information in order 
to describe S(µ, v), however if we take v =A;, i = 1, ... , n, a fundamental weight 
they do. Since R(g, a) = A" we know that all fundamental weights are minuscule 
(see [Hu, ex. 13.4.13]), i.e. C(),;)= WA.; for i= 1, ... ,n. Thus combining the 
propositions we get 
PROPOSITION 3.5. S(µ, .A;) = {µ + w(.A;) I w E W} n P +. 0 
In order to employ this proposition we study the W-orbits of the fundamental 
weights A. 1 , .•. , .An. 
LEMMA 3.6. 
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Proof Let sa1, i = 1, ... , n, denote the fundamental reflections, thus 
Clearly the set on the right hand side is closed under the W-action and contains 
{J. 1 , ... ,A.n}, thus contains W{A. 1,. . .,A.n}. It is also clear that it contains 
2·2" - 2 = 2n+i - 2 elements. When we prove that W{A.1' ... , A..} contains the 
same number of elements we are done. 
Fixj, then the stabilizer in W of A.j is generated by the fundamental reflections 
sap .. ., Saj-1' Saj+" .. ., San and thus contains j!(n - j + l)! elements. Hence w A.j 
contains (n + 1)!/j!(n - j + 1)! = ("j 1) elements. Since the W-orbits of the 
fundamental weights are disjoint we get 
D 
Given µe W{A. 1,. .. ,A."}, we can write 
n 
µ = I, afA.i 
i= 1 
with af E { -1, 0, 1 }. We define 
a~+ 1 = 1 if a'j = -1 for j = max{ilaf =I O}, 
a~+ 1 = 0 otherwise. 
A straightforward calculation gives that the number 
n+l 
d(µ) = I, af ·i 
i= 1 
is constant on Wey! group orbits and d(WA.j) = d(A.j) = j. 
We define 
(
n+l n+! n+l) 
e: µH- I, af, I, af,. . ., I, af . 
i=l i=2 i=n+I 
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Because af = e(µ); - e(µ); + 1 i = 1, ... , n we can, given e(µ), find backµ, thus e is 
injective. From the identity 
n+l n+ 1 n+l 
le(µ)I = I I ar = 'L a)·j = d(µ) 
j=l i=j j=l 
follows that 
e(µ) E En+ 1.d(µ)· 
For each j = 1, ... , n the sets W Ai and En+ l,j contains both (nji) elements, thus 
for the restriction of e holds e: W Ai-+ E.+ l,j is a bijection. 
We are now ready to state the main result about products of irreducible 
G-summands in C[V.iJ. Let bi= (1, ... , l)EDn+ 1,j times 1, for j = 1, .. . ,n + 1 
and thus J-61 a unique irreducible summand of C[Vi.]j. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let uEDn+ 1 , then 
where the sum is taken over all pEDn+l with IPI = lul + j and 
P; - <T; = 0 or 1 for all i = 1, ... , n + l. 
REMARK. The assertion is in accordance with a special case of the "Littlewood-
Richardson-rule'', see [M]. In case III of our classification this rule can be used in 
order to describe the product of V" • V, for (J', -rE D.+ 1 arbitrary. In virtue of the 
many analogies between the cases of our classification we conjecture that the rule 
be satisfied for all of them. 
Proof of 3.7. In the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we noted that 
d((J',bi,p) =I= 0 if and only if lal + j = IPI and d(µ",Ai,µP) =I= 0. From proposition 
3.5 follows that d(µ", Ai' A) =I= 0 if and only if .A. = µ,, + µ E P + for some µ E W Ai. 
Let µE WAi arbitrary, then 
n 
µ" + µ = L (ui - O";+ 1 + af)A;, 
i= 1 
so µ" + µ E P + if and only if 
( n+l ) ( 
n+l ) 
a;-0";+ 1 +ar= (j;+ .'La; - u;+i +. ~ a'J ~o 
1=1 1=1+1 
for all i = 1, ... , n. 
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This sequence of inequalities is also equivalent with a + e(µ) is a Young diagram. 
Because µa+e(µ) =µa+µ and 
la+ e(µ)I = lal + le(µ)I = lal + d(µ) = lal + j 
we find d(a,c5i,p) # 0 if and only if pEDn+i is of the form a+ e(µ) for some 
µ E WA.i. Since e: WA.i--+ En+ 1,i is bijective the theorem follows. D 
The special case j = 1, thus Vb, = C[V,i] 1, plays an important role in the 
classification of G-invariant ideals. In this case is Ip I = I a I + 1 and p; - a; = 0 or 
1 for i = 1, ... , n + 1 equivalent with p # a adjacent (i.e. if p 2 r 2 a then p = i: 
or r = a). 
COROLLARY 3.8. 
qv,J 1 ·vu= EB vp, 
p~a 
adjacent 
D 
Using our combinatorial results on Young diagrams we can prove two other 
corollaries. Let aEDn+i and write a= I::r:la;c5i, where the a; are non-negative 
integers and as before c5; = (1, ... , 1), i times 1. 
COROLLARY 3.9. 
v~: · v~; · ... · v~~:: = EB v,. 
t~cr,teDn+t 
ltl=lul 
Proof By Theorem 3.7. V, is summand of the left hand side if and only if 
and there is a sequence of Young diagrams r 1 , r 2 , ... , i:0 = r where a = 
~i;{a; = a 1 such that 
is a sequence of strips with degrees 
By definition this is equivalent with saying that r can be stratified by a. Hence 
by Proposition 1.4 the corollary follows. O 
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REMARK. Onecanprovethatfora rED w1'th\al I I. "' · · i 
. . . 
, n+! = r ,r,:::; a1sequiva ent 
withµ,~ µam P +· Usmg this one can translate the corollary to C[G/K]. For 
al' ... 'an ~ 0 the statement becomes: 
v1; .... ·vt = EB V;., 
). 
where the sum is taken over all A. E P +with).~ a 1 ). 1 + ... +a.) .•. This fact and 
the embedding </J* makes it possible to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in an other 
way. 
Let a = Lf; { aibi be as above. 
COROLLARY 3.10. There exists an integer m > Osuch that 
V· 
< V, =VO'· V,. 
Proof By Corollary 3.9 the left hand side is in fact the sum of all V, with r E 
r E Dn+ 1 r ~ (m + l)a and \r\ = (m + l)\a\, and the right hand side is 
By a likewise reasoning as in Corollary 3.9 using again Theorem 3. 7 one 
deduces that the right hand side is the sum of all V, with rE D.+1. and 
r = <:r + !:i"!1 ei for some sequence of strips e1 , ... , em' related to ma such that 
<:r + !:{ = 1 ei is a Young diagram for all j = 1, ... , mt. By Proposition 1.5 now 
follows that both sides are a sum over the same set of r's. D 
Section 4. The invariant ideals 
In the preceding sections the main work has been in order to classify the graded 
G-invariant ideals in C[V;.J· Let 1 be such an ideal, then I= $ 0014 where 
la= In C[V;.,]d. Since C[V;.Ja has a multiplicity free decomposition as 
G-module, it follows that la is a sum of some VO' with a ED. +1, I al = d. Hence 
I = m v for some subset D c;:: D 1 . Let I denote the graded invariant CDaeD 1 a I n+ " 
ideal generated by VO'. First we describe these minimal ideals: 
THEOREM 4.1. 
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Proof By the definition 
Now the theorem follows by Corollary 3.8. D 
A subset D s;: Dn+l is called a diagrammatic ideal, shortly d-ideal, if 
a ED, -r: E Dn+ 1 and u s;: r implies r ED. For each d-ideal D there is a unique 
minimal finite subset { r 1, .•. , -r:m} such that 
D = {reDn+ 1 lr ;:> r; for some i = 1, ... ,m} 
and we will write 
It is easy to give a direct proof for this, however it follows already from the 
classification theorem below and the fact that IC[V,.J is a Noetherian ring. 
THEOREM 4.2. I--+ D1 is a bijective map from the set of G-invariant ideals to the 
set of d-ideals, it preserves containment and commutes with taking intersections. 
Proof For any subset D £ Dn+ 1 the ideal generated by all V, with r ED is 
'L,enlt. From Theorem 4.1 follows 'LteDI, = EBP VP where the sum is taken over 
all peDn+i that contains some reD, thus the map is bijective. The other 
assertions are trivial. D 
Because the partial order ~ extends the partial order £, we have that 
Aa = EB V, and A~ = EB V, 
are graded G-invariant ideals for any a E Dn+ 1 . We can write a = ::E7~ l a;b;, where 
the a; are non-negative integers and b; =(if = (1, ... , 1), i times 1. Put 
I; = !0, for i = 1, ... , n + 1. 
PROPOSITIONS 4.3. Aa = n1 • ••• • I~+T 
Proof By Proposition 1.4a and Corollary 3.9 both sides are generated by the 
V, with re{peDn+i IP~ a and IPI =la!}. D 
Now the invariant ideals are classified by d-ideals we want to describe the 
d-ideals corresponding to the invariant prime, primary and radical ideals. We 
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first introduce the corresponding notions for the d-ideals and after their 
classification and some preparation we prove in Theorem 4.7 below that they 
indeed correspond to the usual ones. 
Let D be ad-ideal #D.+ 1 . We say that D is 
prime if er+ rED implies ereD or rED, 
primary if er + r ED implies er ED or m • r ED for some m, 
radical if m ·er ED for some m implies er ED. 
The radical of any d-ideal D is defined as 
fa = {er E D n + 1 I m ·er E D for some rn} 
and is clearly a radical ideal. 
THEOREM 4.4. 
(a) The primed-ideals are (b 1 ),(Ci 2 ), ••• ,(b.+ 1 ) and the empty set. 
(b) The radical d-ideals are just the prime d-ideals. 
(c) The primary d-ideals with radical (bi) are the d-ideals generated by m·Cii for 
some m > 0 together with some elements of the form L~; J atb1 , a1 ~ 0 and not all 
zero. 
Proof (a) and (b). Let D be a prime or radical d-ideal, and er = 'Lf= 1 a;b; E 
D with ai # 0. Since (:E{= 1 a;)Cii 2 er, a multiple of bi lies in D, so oieD. Thus 
D must be of the given form. The converse is trivial. 
(c). Let D be a primary d-ideal with radical (bi). Of course there is some 
minimal m such that m·bieD. Now let peD and write p =er+ r where 
a= :E?;}aibiandr = :E{:taib;.Sincerri:(Cii),thusmrri:Dforanym,itfollowsthat 
a ED. Because p 2 er we see that a set of generators can be chosen of the desired 
form. 
Conversely let D bead-ideal generated by elements of the given form. It is clear 
that for r ED"+ 1 holds kr ri: D for all k if and only if we can write r = 
"f.{: t aioi. So ifo + r 2 p, er, r ED.+ 1 , for one of the generators p, but kr ri: D for all 
k, it follows that er 2 p, thus D is primary. D 
Let er,reDn+P we have the following inclusions: 
Vu+t ~ V.,·V, ~ EB VP. (4.5) 
p;a:.a+t 
IPI = lul+ ltl 
The first inclusion holds sinceµ.,+, = µ" + µ,, thus V.,+, is the image of the 
Cartan component of V" ® V, ...-. V., • V,. The second inclusion is a consequence 
of Corollary 3.9 if one write er, r and er + r as sum of o 1 , ... , b.+ 1 . 
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Now let f, g e C[V,,J two non-zero elements. Write 
!= l:J.. 
teF 
with f. e V, non-zero and some unique finite set F £ Dn+ 1 . 
Similarly write 
Let u e F and re G be the unique minimal elements in these sets with respect to 
the lexicographic order ~ / defined in Section 1. 
LEMMA4.6. 
f·g = L hP with hPe VP and ha+.# 0. 
p-;.a+t 
Proof Because the lexicographic order ~ / extends the partial order ~, it 
follows from (4.5) that for any p1 e F and p2 e G 
VPI. v,,2 £ EB v,,. 
P'i>rp1+p2 
Since p1 ~ 1 u and p2 ~ / r we get, using the definition of~ 1 , p 1 + p 2 ~ ,u + r 
and equality holds only if p 1 = u and p2 = r. From this follows the first assertion 
of the lemma and also that the only contribution of j- g to ha+, comes from/.,· g,. 
This reduces the proof of the second part to the case/= fa and g = g, in order to 
prove the second part of the lemma. In other words we have to prove that the 
G-equivariant projection p: V., • V,-? Va+• on the Cartan component maps f· g 
to a non-zero element. Suppose we have fixed a Borelsubgroup B = T· U of G, 
where T is the maximal 8-stable torus of paragraph 2 and U a maximal uni potent 
subgroup, so that we can talk about (highest) weight vectors. We fix highest 
weight vectors haeVa,h,eV, and h.,+,=p(ha·h,)eV.,+,· Since v .. is an 
irreducible representation, there is a non-empty open subset t!J1 £ U such that for 
all u e (!)1 uf = ocu • h" + terms of lower weight with or:u ¥= 0. Similarly their is 
a (!) g £ U. Thus foru e (!)1 (\ (!) 9 ¥= (/) we get p(uf· ug) = Pu· h .. +, + (terms oflower 
weight) and Pu# 0. Then u· p(f·g) = p(uf·ug) # 0, thus p(f· g) # 0. D 
THEOREM 4.7. The 1-1 correspondence I +-t D1 of Theorem 4.2 preserves the 
notions prime, primary and radical. 
Proof We first prove that I -? D1 preserves these notions. It needs easy 
commutative algebra to see that the properties prime, primary and radical of an 
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ideal I £ IC[V ] can be h · · · · ;., c aractenzed by: for all finite d1mens10nal C-vector-
spaces V, WoflC[V;.,Jholds(prime)ifV·W£ Jthen Vs; for Ws; /,(primary)
if 
V • W £ I then V £ I or wm £ I for some m and (radical) ifV'" £ I for som
e 
m then V £ I. Since Va+, £ Va· V, for all a, TE D.+ 1 (4.5). it is obvious that! -. D
 
preserves the notions. 
1 
Now let D be ad-ideal. We write 
In = EB Va and J£ = 
aeD 
V". 
CFEDn+ 1\D 
Suppose Dis a prime or radicald-ideal. We have to prove for all j;gE C[V,J with 
f.gr/:fn thatf·gr/:fv. Writef=f1 +f2 and 9 = 91 + 92 , wheref1 ,g 1 Elv and 
f2, 92 EI£. Then 
So we may assume f, g E Jc. By Lemma 4.6. 
for some u, TE Dn + 1 \D. Since a, .. rt D implies a + .. rt D it follows that r g rt ID· 
Now suppose D is a primary d-ideal. From the classificat
ion of prime 
and primary d-ideals follows jD =(bi) and mi5iED for some m and some 
1~j~n+1. By (4.5) holds 
Vm(n+ 1) C OJ -
t;;>m(n + lhlJ 
V,, 
and -r ~ m(n + l)i5i means in particular Yir) ~ m ·(n + l) from which follows 
-r 2 mbi. Thus V01 £ J];, so ID £ (/D £ j"4. Since I,r; is a prime ideal we get 
In order to prove that ID is primary, it is sufficient now to show for
 f rt(, D and 
g E Jc, g # 0, that f· g rf: I. Given such f and g we get by Lemma 4.6, using the same 
definition of u and -r,f· g = L.P ,.1,,+, hP with hP E VP and ha+, # 0. Because/ f I, 0 
and JD = (<5) it follows that artJD, namely diagrams not in (Ji) are in the 
lexicographic order smaller then elements in (Ji). Then a+ r fD, thus f·9 t 
l. 
0 
In a Noetherian ring each ideal has a primary decompositio
n, i.e. can be 
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written as intersection of primary ideals. We give an algorithm in order to write 
each graded G-invariant ideal in C[V..\J as intersection of graded G-invariant 
primary ideals. By Theorem 4.2 and 4.7 we can work with d-ideals. 
For a,-r:EDn+i we define 
Clearly v is commutative and associative and for any <: E Dn+ 1 holds 
n+l 
<: = I a;c\ 
i= 1 
(4.8) 
for some a; ;::::: 0, a; E Z. Thus each Young diagram can be written as union of so 
called rectangular Young diagrams. 
It is also straight forward to verify that the following identity ford-ideals holds: 
(4.9) 
As a special case we get 
(4.10) 
Now let D be any d-ideal. The algorithm in order to obtain the primary 
decomposition of D runs as follows. 
First choose a finite set of generators for D, and write each generator as a union 
of rectangular diagrams as mentioned in (4.8). Next use (4.10) repeatedly in order 
to write D as an intersection of d-ideals, all generated by rectangular diagrams 
only. By Theorem 4.4.c d-ideals generated by rectangular diagrams are primary, 
so we have obtained a primary decomposition. 
The intersection of primary ideals that belong to the same prime ideal is again 
primary, (4.9) can be used for taking these intersections. Finally we have to 
remove the superfluous primary ideals in order to obtain an irredundant primary 
decomposition. 
For the minimal ideals J,,-r:EDn+i> we can give an explicit primary de-
composition. Namely in accordance with (4.8) we can write 
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where b1 ~ b2 ~ · · · bn+ i. Since b;li; s bi'\ if b; =bi for some 1 :,-:;; i ~ j :,-:;; n + 1, 
also 
for some subsequence bm, > bm2 > ··· > bmm > 0. Now the algorithm above 
gives 
PROPOSITION 4.11. 
is an irredundant primary decomposition. The associated prime ideals are 
Jm,•· .. ,]mm· 
In order to give an explicit primary decomposition of the A.,., a ED.+ 1 , we need 
two Lemma's. 
For aEDn+l put 
J(a) = {jl 1 :,-:;;j ~ n + l,ai #- 0 or (n + 1 - j)(ai - 1) ~ Yi+ 1(a)} 
LEMMA 4.12. For any reD.+ 1 holds 
r ~a if and only ifyir) ~ yi(a) for alljEJ(a). 
J( a) is a minimal subset of { 1, ... , n + 1} with this property. 
Proof By definition r ~ a if and only if yi(r) ~ Yia) for all j ~ 1. Clearly 
thej with ai = 0 are redundant since for suchj yi(a) = 0. Now let 1 ~j :,-:;; n + 1 
andsupposeai #- Oand(n + 1 - j)(ai - 1) < Yi+ 1 (a).lf ri ~ aithen yi(r) ~ y/a) 
will be a consequence of Yi+ 1 (r) ~ Yi+ 1(a), whereas r;i < ai implies Yi+ 1 ('r) :,-:;; 
(n + 1 - j) (ai - 1) <Yi+ 1(a). So the test of the inequality is superfluous for j if 
we testj + 1. Since for j sufficiently large always holds yi(r) ~ y /a) it follows that 
we can restrict ourselves to J(a). 
Now let j E J. But 
Then yi(r) < y)a) and yJr) ~ y;(a) for all i #- j, thus J is minimal. O 
LEMMA 4.13. Dj,m = { aE D.+ 1 I y/a) ~ m} is a primary d-ideal with radical (b) 
for all 1 :,-:;; j :::::; n + 1 and m > 0. 
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Proof We show that Dj,rn can be generated by elements of the form as desired 
in Theorem 4.4c). 
m·crieDi.m because Yimcrj) = m. 
IfTEDi.m then 
thus T1 E Dj,m and is clearly of the desired form. 
We now give the primary decomposition of A" in terms of d-ideals. 
PROPOSITON 4.14. 
{cEDn+ 1 ir~cr}= n Di.Y;(u) 
jeJ(a) 
is an irredundant primary decomposition. 
D 
Proof Combining Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 yields the decomposition. Since J(cr) 
is minimal the intersection has to be irredundant D 
Let P be a prime-ideal in a Noetherian ring. For fixed m > 0 occurs in each 
irredundant primary decomposition of P"' a primary ideal p(m) associated to 
P (i.e. ~ = P). p(ml does not depend on the chosen decomposition and is 
called the m-th symbolic power of P. 
In C[V,,J the G-invariant prime ideals are I; = I~, i = 1, ... , n + 1. We 
determine a primary decomposition of their powers and describe the symbolic 
powers. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. 
J)m) = ffi V, 
tEDj.m 
and 
is an irredundant primary decomposition, where t = max(l, n + 1 - (n + 1 - j)m). 
Proof By definition Am·ai = Jj and in Proposition 4.14 an irredundant 
primary decomposition of Am·a; is given in terms of d-ideals: 
{rEDn+ilr~m·cri}= n D;,y,(ma,J· 
ieJ(ma;) 
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We determine J(m·a). Of course J(m·a)£ {l, ... ,j}, so let 1 :o:;l~j. Then 
t E J(m ·a) if and only if 
(n + l - t)(m - 1) ~ Yr+ 1 (ma) = (j- t)m 
thus if and only if 
t~(n+ 1)-(n+ 1-j)·m. 
So we get 
In particular the brprimary component mbi is Di.rn· Now the proposition follows 
by translating these facts back to G-invariant ideals. O 
Finally we want to describe the integral closures of G-invariant ideals in 
C[V;.J· Given a graded G-invariant ideal I, an element f E C[V;.J is said to 
be integral dependend on I if it satisfies an equation of the form zt + 
a 1 z1 - 1 + · · · + a1 = 0 with ai E Ji. This is equivalent with M ·f s M ·I for some 
finite dimensional C-vectorspace M s C[V;., ], see [ZS, appendix 4]. The integral 
closure of I is the ideal of all integral dependend elements, and is again a graded 
G-invariant ideal. 
We first determine the integral closures of minimal ideals. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. The integral closure of I,, is AG. 
Proof By Corollary 3.10. there is a m > 0 such that for 
N= EB v, 
t~O",tEDn+ l 
ltl =iGI 
and 
M= EB v, 
t~ma.tEDn+l 
ltl = IGI 
holds 
M·N=M·VG. 
Because N generates AG and VG generates I" it follows that Aa is integral over I a· 
In order to show that A., equals the integral closure of I" we prove that for any 
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r ED.+ 1 with not r ~ a, their do not exists a finite dimensional vectorspace 
M such that M · V, s M ·I". Clearly we can restrict ourselves to G-invariant 
vectorspaces M. Ifnot r ~ a, then Y;(r) < Y;(a) for some l ~ i :::;; n + 1. Now take 
pED.+ 1 such that VP is summand of M with Y;(P) minimal. By (4.5) Vp+r is 
a summand of M · V,, but for each summand V~ of M ·I" holds 
y;(r1) ~ y;(p) + Y;(a) > Y;(P) + Y;(r), 
thus VP+, is not a summand of M ·I a· D 
Via the 1-1 correspondence I +-+ D 1 we have for d-ideals the notion integral 
closure. We describe the integral closures of arbitrary invariant ideals in terms of 
d-ideals. 
We extend the partial order ~ on D.+ 1 to 0•+ 1 2 D.+ 1 as follows: let 
a = (a 1 , ... , an+ 1 ), b = ( b I , ... , b n + i) E Q" + 1 then 
n + 1 n+ I 
a~ b if and only if I a; ~ L b; for all j = 1, .. ., n + 1. 
i=j i=j 
PROPOSITION 4.17. The_ integral closure of the d-ideal (a 1 , ... , a p) is 
Proof First note that from Proposition 4.16 follows that for any a in the 
integral closure and any r ED.+ 1 with r ~ rJ" also r is in the integral closure. 
Now let rED.+ 1 with r~a 1 rJ" 1 + .. ·+aPaP for some a;EO,a;~O and 
I:f= 1 a; = 1. Choose a positive integer m such that ma; is integral for all 
i = 1,. .. , p. Then mr ~ ma 1 a 1 + .. · + maPrJ" P and L.f = 1ma; = m. By (4.5) we get 
and 
Thus by the remark at the beginning of the proof it follows that V;' is contained in 
the integral closure of 10,, .... ap)· Using the definition of integral dependence it 
follows that V, is integral over 1«1 ,, ... ,,,p)· 
Conversely suppose V, is integral over I(a,, ... ,ap)· Then for m > O sufficiently 
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large is 
By (4.5) VP is con~ain~d in the right hand side implies p ;;:: L.f = 1 b;a; + b v + 1 r for 
some non-negative mtegers b1 , ••• ,bp+l with P,!11 &. = m and b < m 
• • 
- I p+ l • 
In particular smce V mt £ V;" this holds for p = m · r. In this case put 
k = m - bp+l = 'Lf=1bp > 0, then kr;;:: 'Lf= 1 b;er; or equivalently r ~ 
'2:.f=1(b;/k)a;, where b,/kEQ, b;/k;;:: 0 and 'Lf= 1b;fk = 1. O 
Section 5. The G-orbits in IJ=D(V;.J 
In Section 4 the graded G-invariant prime ideals of C[V,i,] have been classified. 
We found a chain of prime ideals / 1 2 / 2 2 ··· 2 ln+i 2 ln+ 2 = (0), where I; 
is generated by the homogeneous polynomials of degree i in M 6, for 
i = 1, 2, ... , n + 1. We consider IC[V;.J as the homogeneous coordinate ring of 
the projective variety IJ=D( V.i., ). The ideal I 1 equals the maximal homogeneous ideal 
and does not play a role. For i = 1, ... , n + 1 we define 
X; =zero set of 1;+ 1 in ll=D(V;.,). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
(a) {X1, ... ,Xn+i} is a complete set ofG-invariant closed subsets. 
(b) X 1 ,X2 - X 1 ,. .. ,Xn+t - X" are the G-orbits. 
(c) X 1 is the orbit of the highest weight vector. 
(d) X; is the union of all (i - 1 )-dimensional projective planes through i points of X 1 
together with their limit positions. 
(e) X 1 , ... , X n are normal varieties with rational singularities. 
Proof Since X 1 £ X 2 £ ··· £ Xn+l form a complete set of G-invariant 
irreducible closed subsets and any G-invariant closed subset is a union of them (a) 
follows immediately. Because any G-orbit is open in its closure [Kr, II2.2] (b) 
follows from (a). The orbit of the highest weight vector is always closed [Kr, 
III3.5] and of course G-stable thus, combining (a) and (b), equal to X 1 . 
Now fix a Borel subgroup B = TU with T the maximal B-fixed torus defined in 
Section 2 and U a maximal unipotent subgroup. Choose highest weight vectors 
h, E Vf,, for i = 1, ... , n + 1. Since for any a, r E Dn+ 1 Vr+t corresponds to the 
Cartan component of Va® Vt, see (4.5), it follows that for any <J = r.7: la/>; the 
U-invariant element h" = h1' · · · · • h~+' i is a highest weight vector in V~. We 
also get that C[V;.Ju = C[h 1 , ... ,hn+ 1 ] is a polynomial algebra and thus 
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(C[Vl,]/li+ 1 ) 0 ::::: C[h 1, ..• , ha, i = 1, ... , n + 1. Several geometric properties 
hold for the affine varieties Yi corresponding to C[Vl.J/li+ 1 if and only if they 
hold for the affine varieties YdU corresponding to (IC[Vl 1 ]/li+ i)0 . This is proved 
for normality [V2] or [Kr] and for having rational singularities only [Br]. So 
Y1, .•. , Yn+ 1 are normal varieties with rational singularities. From this follows 
(e). It remains to show (d). This will be proved after the case by case study below of 
our classification given in the table of Section 2. 
In order to describe generators for the invariant prime ideals we need 
PROPOSITION 5.2. In+l is generated by one G-fixed homogeneous element of 
degree n + 1. For i = 1, ... , n is Ii generated by the set of all partial derivatives of 
a set of generators of Ii+ 1• 
Proof Since I.+ 1 is generated by Va", 1 and µ6"'1 =OE P + the first assertion 
follows. Now fix 1 ~ i :s;; n. The symbolic power I ~m>, m ~ 1, can be interpreted as 
the set of functions in IC[Vl,] vanishing to order ~ m on Yi- l • see [EH]. By 
Proposition4.15 J12l is generated by V26, and V6,'I. Given bases f 1, •.. ,fP of V6,, 1 
and Z 1, ••• , Zq oflC[V.i,] 1 the partial derivatives (8/8Z1)f,, vanish to order~ 1 on 
Yi-1, thus are all in V6,. Clearly for any g E G g(fJ/oZ1)f,, can be written as a linear 
combination of the partial derivatives, so they form a set of generators for V6,. 
Since V6, generates I; and V6,'I generates Ii+ 1 the proposition follows. D 
Now we describe the situation case by case for the classification given in 
Section 2. 
(I) G = SOm+ 1,K = Om, Vl 1 = icm+i the standard representation and rank 
n = 1. 
Let Z 1 , ••• , z. + 1 denote the coordinate functions, then 
(III) G = SLm x SLm, K = SLm C+ diag, V;. 1 = cm ® cm and rank n = m - 1. 
V;. 1 can be identified with the set ofcomplex m x m-matrices Mm,m such that the 
G-action becomes (A, B)M = AMB- 1 , (A, B) E G, Me Mm,m· Let Zii• 1 :s;; i,j :s;; m, 
denote the coordinate functions on Mm,m and Z them x m-matrix with i-j entry 
Zii· Clearly det(Z) is a G-invariant homogeneous polynomial of degree m, hence 
Im = (det(Z)). Because the partial derivatives of the k-minors of Z, k ~ 1, are zero 
or (k - 1)-minors it follows by Proposition 5.6 that for i = 1, ... , m Ii is generated 
by the i-minors of Z. Consequently the variety Yi (and Xi) consists of(the classes) 
of rank ~ i matrices. 
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(II) G = SL m• K = SOm, V;., = s2 cm and rank n = m - 1. 
V,_, can be identified with the set of symmetric complex m. x m-matrices 
SMm,m £ Mm,m such that the G-action becomes A·M = AMA1, AEG, 
ME SM m,m· Let Zii = Z ii• 1 ~ i,j ~ m, denote the coordinate functions on SM 
and z the m x m-matrix with i-j entry zij. m.m 
As in case III we get for i = 1, ... , m: 
I; is generated by the i-minors of z. 
Yi (and Xi) consists of the (classes) of rank ~i symmetric matrices. 
(IV) G =SL m•m even, K = Spm, V.i., = /\ 2 cm and rank n = (m/2) - 1. 
V,_, can be identified with the set of anti-symmetric complex m x m-matrices 
AMm,m £ Mm,m such that the G-action becomes A·M = AMA1 , AEG, 
ME AMm,m· Let zij = -Zji• 1 ::;;; i,j::;;; m, denote the coordinate 
functions on AM m,m and Z the m x m-matrix with i-j entry Z;i· Since Z is an 
antisymmetric matrix we can take its pfaffian Pf(Z), this is a G-invariant 
polynomial of degree m and thus J<m/ 2) = (Pf(Z)). In order to obtain generators 
for J(m/2)-l we have to take partial derivatives. Let 1 ~ i <j ~ m then 
(8/8Z;i)Pf(Z) is precisely the pfaffian of the (m - 2)-minor obtained from Z by 
cancelling the i-th andj-th row and column. Repeating this argument yields that 
for i = 1, ... , n + 1 = m/2: 
I; is generated by the pfaffians of the 2i-minors of Z of which the involved 
row-set and column-set are equal. 
Yi (and X;) consist of the (classes) of rank ~2i anti-symmetric matrices. 
(V) G of type E6 , K of type F 4 , V;., the standard 27 dimensional representation 
and the rank n = 2. 
v,_, can be identified with the vectorspace of triples of3 x 3 matrices (M3 , 3 )3 such 
that the G-action leaves the cubic form 
(5.3) 
invariant, the Dickson representation, see [DJ or [F]. Here zk denotes the 3 x 3 
matrix with i-j entry z~i• where Z~i• 1 ~ i,j, k ~ 3 are the obvious coordinate 
functions. Thus I 3 is generated by the cubic form. In order to obtain the 
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generators of I 2 we have to determine all the partial derivatives of the cubic form. 
We claim that I 2 is generated by the 27 functions: 
Here adj(A) denotes the adjoint matrix of A. It is an explicit calculation to obtain 
this result: 
Using the identity 
3 
tr(z1 • z 2 • Z 3 ) = I ztjzfkzii i,j,k= 1 
one obtains that the partial derivative to Zh, 1 ~ i,j ~ 3 of the cubic form is 
3 
(Z1 )j1 - I zfkZ~1 = (adj(Z1) - z2 Z3 )j1, 
k=l 
where the 'co-factor' (Z1 )ii denotes ( -1)1+ i times the minor of Z 1 obtained by 
cancelling the i-th row andj-th column. The other partial derivatives are obtained 
in a similar way by permuting the Z 1 ' Z 2 ' Z 3 in a cyclic way. 
We now prove Proposition 5.l(d). Put 
T; = union of all (i - 1 )-dimensional projective planes through i points of X 1 
together with their limit positions. 
Clearly S1 and T; are G-stable, S; s T; and S; = T;, thus it is sufficient to prove 
X 1 =S1• 
For case I there is nothing to prove. Using the matrix representations 
above the assertion follows for the cases II, III and IV from the facts: 
(1) X 1 contains a basis for V;., and (2) rank (A + B) ~ rank (A) + rank (B) for 
matrices A,B. It remains to prove case V. Since S2 is G-stable and S2 2 X 1 , 
S2 =F X 1 it is sufficient to prove S2 s X 2 • For this purpose we use the description 
above of the 27 dimensional representation. 
Let (A, B, C), (A', B', C') e V;., two triples of 3 x 3-matrices with their eq ui-
valence class in X 1 • Thus these triples are zero's of the 27 functions of I 2 or 
equivalently: 
adj(A) =BC, adj(B) =CA, adj(C) = AB 
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and similarly for (A',B',C'). We show that s·(A,B,C) + t(A',B',C') is for any 
s, t EC a zero of the cubic form (5.3), and thus an element of X 2 • 
We will use that for all 3 x 3-matrices M and N holds: 
det(sM + tN) = s3 det(M) + s2 t tr(adj(M) · N) + st2 tr(M ·adj(N)) 
+ t 3 • det(N). 
This identity can be derived from 
det(M - tl) = det(M) - tr(adj(M))t + tr(M)t2 - t 3 
by substituting sM • N- 1 for M and multiplying with det(N). 
Substitute s(A,B,C) + t(A',B',C') in the cubic form (5.7), we obtain 
det(sA + tA') + det(sB + tB') + det(sC + tC') 
- tr((sA + tA') ·(sB + tB')(sC + tC')). 
This is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 in the variables s and t. We 
determine these coefficients: 
The coefficient of s3 is 
det(A) + det(B) + det( C) - tr(ABC). 
Since 13 ~ 12 this coefficient must be zero. 
The coefficient of s2 t is 
tr(adj(A)· A') + tr(adj(B)· B') + tr(adj(C)· C') - tr(A' BC+ AB' C + ABC'). 
Substituting ( *) in this expression gives 
tr(BCA') + tr(CAB') + tr(ABC') - tr(A' BC+ AB'C + ABC') 
Since the trace function is linear and tr(M N) = tr(N M) for all 3 x 3 matrices 
M, N, it follows that this coefficient is zero. By symmetry the coefficients of st2 
and t 3 are also zero. This finishes the proof for case V and of assertion 5.1 (d). 
Appendix. Multiplication of multivariable Jacobi polynomials 
Let R be an irreducible root system, not necessarily reduced, with Weyl group W. 
Fix a base and denote by R+, P and P + the positive roots in R, the weight lattice 
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of Rand the dominant weights of R respectively. Attach to each a ER am,, E !R~ 0 
such that mw,, = m,, for all w E W, and define m,, = 0 for a E P\R. Let H be 
a complex torus with character lattice equal to the weight lattice P, and with 
compact form T. Define a Hermitean inner product on C[H]w, the W-invariant 
polynomial functions on H, by 
(f, g) .,,; f f(t)g(t)b(t) dt 
T 
where the weight function b is given by 
b(t) = n \ 1 - t" r· 
oceR+ 
and dt the normalized Haar measure on T. 
One can write C[H] ~ EB .i.ePIC • X.<• with X.<: H ---+ C* the character given by 
X.i. : h "M h'-'. We recall some facts from [H 0] and [H]. 
IC[H]w has a basis of orthogonal polynomials of the form 
P(µ,h) = I r,(µ)x. µEP + 
veC(µ) 
with 
r µ(µ) = 1, r WV(µ) = r ,(µ) for all w E w and 
C(µ)={vEP\wv~µ forall WEW}. 
Here the partial order ~ on P is as usual defined by 
A.~µ if and only ifµ - ..1.E R+ • Z~o· 
Our notation is fairly different from that in [HO] and [HJ; m,, corresponds to 2k,, 
in [HO] and our P(µ, h) corresponds to <f>(w0 µ, k, h) in [HO, (3.11) ... (3.14)] and 
P(w0 µ, k; h) in [H, (8.2)], where w0 denotes the longest element in W. 
So given µ, v E P + we can write 
P(µ,h)·P(v,h)= I d(µ,v,A.)·P(A.,h). 
l.;µ+v 
We are interested in the coefficients d(µ, v,..1.). Note that these coefficients 
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correspond to d(w0 µ, w0 (v + p), w0 (v + p + wµ)) in [H, (7.10)]. From the 
orthogonality relations follows d(µ, v, J.) = 0 if not Woµ + v ~ A. ~ µ + v, see 
[H, 8.4)]. Write m1 = !m" + m2" for IX ER+ a short root, m2 = !m11 if there exists 
a {J e R + indivisible but not a short root and m2 = 0 otherwise. 
THEOREM. Letµ, v and wµ + v e P +for some we W. Then d(µ, v, wµ + v) > 0 
for all m" > 0. In fact d(µ, v, wµ + v) can be written as product of non-zero factors 
(am 1 + bm2 + c)± 1 with a, b, c e l;,, o. 
This proposition is an immediate consequence of the two lemmas below. In fact 
all we have to do is to work out the following identity proved in [H, (7.10)]: 
Form"~ 0 generic 
d( ) - c(w0 w- 1(v + p))·c(w0 (v + p + wµ)) µ, V, wµ + V - ( 1 ) )) • c w0 (v + p))·c(w0 (w- (v + p + µ 
where the c-function is defined by 
c(J.) = c0 • L c11 (A.) 
aeR+ 
ci indivisible 
with 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
and c0 = c0 (m .. ) a nonzero constant, p = fEaeR+ m11 1X,rxv = 2rx/(rx.,rx.), and(-,·) 
a W-invariant inner product on the real vectorspace spanned by R. 
First substitute the product formula (2) in (1), we have 
d(µ, v, wµ + v) = c11(Wow-
1(v + p))·c"(w0 (v +p + wµ)) 
aD+ c11(w0 (v + p))·c11 (w0 (w- 1 (v + p) + µ))" 
12 indivisible 
d(µ, v, wµ + v) = c_ 11(w-
1 (v + p))·c_"(v + p + wµ) 
.. D+ c_a<v + p)·c_"(w- 1 (v + p) + µ) 
a indivisible 
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n 
i:reR+ 
a indivisible 
n 
aeR+ 
a indivisible 
Now write 
c_w,,(v + p). c_.(v + p + wµ) 
c_.(v + p) c_w,h + P + wµ) 
c_,(v + p + wµ) 
c -.Co: + p) 
f1 c_.(v + p) 
CXEWR+ c -.(v + p + wµ) 
a: indivisible 
then the factors in both products corresponding to the o: in R + n wR + cancel out, 
hence 
LEMMA 1. 
d(µ, v, wµ + v) = 11 
a.eR+nwR_ 
a. indivisible 
c_.(v + p + wµ) 
c_.(v + p) 
Now fix o: ER+ n wR _, o: indivisible. Then 
LEMMA 2. 
c_.(v + p + wµ) 
c_.(v + p) 
and 
c.(v + p) 
c_.(v + p) f1 
aeR_nwR+ C_cx(v + p + wµ) 
ex indivisible 
(4) 
0 
(5) 
(6) 
can be written as product of non-zero factors (am 1 + bm 2 + c)± 1 with a, b, c E 71..,. 0 . 
In the proof of this lemma we will use the following facts: 
-(wµ, o:v) = (µ, (w- 1 o:rJ ~ 0 since w- 1 ixER_. 
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- If 2a ER then !(wµ, av) = (wµ, (a/(a, ix))) = (wµ, (2ar) E.:£'.. 
- (p, a v ) = am 1 + bm2 for some a, b E Z,. 0 and a =I= 0 if a is a short root while 
b -:/- 0 if a is not a short root. 
To see the last fact, write p = m1 p1 + m2 p2 with p1 = t~ix, sum over all short 
and indivisible roots a ER+ and p2 = !La, sum over all not short and indivisible 
roots a ER+. Now (ix, p) = mi(a, pi) + m2 (ix, p2 ) and (ix, p 1 ) =P 0 if a short and 
indivisible, while (a, p2 ) -:/- 0 if a not short and indivisible. 
Furthermore we denote (z)x = r(z + x)/I'(z). 
The duplication formula of the r-function gives (2z)2,, = (z).x · (z + t )"" · 22"". 
If we take x = n a positive integer then we have the Pochhammer symbol 
(z)n=z·(z+ l)"(z+n- l)=(-1)"·(-z-n+ 1) •. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We begin with the substitution of formula (3). We have 
c .. (v+p) =2-(wµ,a•). r(-(v+p,av)) 
eh+ p + wµ) r(- (v + p + wµ,ixv)) 
r(!(- (v + p + wµ, av) + !m .. + m2 .. )) 
r(!(- (v + p, av) + !m .. + m2 .. )) 
r(!(- (v + p + wµ,av) + !m .. + 1)) 
r(!(- (v + p, av) + !rn .. + 1)) 
(t(-(v + p, av) + tm .. + l))_t(wµ,a•) 
(-(v + p,ixv))_(wµ,a•) 
and in a similar way 
c _,.(v + p + wµ) 2-(wµ a"l(.L(( v) .L )) ( ) = ' 2 v + p + wµ, IX + 2m" + m2 .. -t(wµ,a•J· c1,. V + p 
(!((v + p + wµ, IXv) + tm .. + m2,.)l-t(wµ,a•) 
((v + p + Wµ, IXv))_(wµ,a•) 
Now distinguish the two cases 2ix ER and 2ix ~ R. 
(7) 
(8) 
If 2a ER then we know that - t(wµ, ix v) is a positive integer. Then we can 
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rewrite (7) into 
c(J,(v + p) 2-(wµa') 11_(( v) .1 ) + 1) • 
------ = · l 2 v + p + wµ,a - 2 m. - m2• -t(wµ,"vl 
c.(v + p + wµ) 
(t{(v + p + wµ,av) -!m" -1) + 1)-t(wµ,a') 
((v + p + wµ,av) + 1)-(wµ,•v) (9) 
Next write out the Pochhammer symbols in (8) and (9) in order to obtain the 
desired product formulas. By the third fact mentioned before the proof it is clear 
that all coefficients of m1 and m2 are non-negative. 
Now assume 2ix ef: R. Then m2• = 0, so we can use the duplication formula in 
order to rewrite (7) and (8). We get 
(c.(v + p) ( -(v + p, av) + !ma)-(wµ,a') 
c.(v + p + wµ) (-(v + p,av))_(wµ,•') 
(10) 
c_.(v + p + wµ) ((v + p + wµ,av) + !m"')-(wµ,a') 
c_.(v + p) (v + p + wµ, ixv)-(wµ,a') 
( 11) 
We can finish the proof as in the first case. D 
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